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Recall
>> Perfect Security
o Various Definitions and their equivalence (Shannon’s Theorem)
o Inherent Drawbacks
o Cannot afford perfect security
>> Relaxing Perfect Security
o Make the adversary bounded/efficient/polynomial time
o Allow the break with some small/negligible probability

Computational
Security

Today’s Goal
- Computational/Cryptographic Security

o Will make ‘polynomially bounded/efficient’ and ‘small/negligible prob.’ precise
o Indistinguishability-based Security for SKE – computational analogue of game/experiment
based security definition of perfect security
o Slight variations and Other equivalents: computational analogue of Shannon’s perfect
security
- Connections to other security notions: ‘If P is x-secure then it is y-secure. ’
o Introduction to Reduction-based proofs
o Proof of: ‘If P is x-secure then it is y-secure.’
- Both relaxations are necessary.

Indistinguishability-style definition

-

Randomized
Unbounded Powerful
COA

Given the knowledge of two
messages, it cannot be distinguished
if the ciphertext corresponds to the
first or second message.

-

Randomized
‘Polynomially Bounded’
COA

Given the knowledge of two
messages, it cannot be distinguished
if the ciphertext corresponds to the
first or second message, except with
‘neg.’ prob.

Computational Indistinguishability Security
ind

P = (Gen, Enc, Dec)- All efficient, M

Experiment PrivK
A, P
Attacker A

m0, m1Î M (freedom to choose any pair)

Challenger

c ¬ Enck(mb)
Run time: ‘Efficient’

b’ Î {0, 1} Attacker’s guess

PrivK
1 --- attacker won

Gen

ind
A, P

0 --- attacker lost

P has is ind-secure if for every PPT attacker A,
ind
Pr PrivK (n) = 1
A, P

£ ½ + ‘negl’

Probability is taken over the randomness
used by A and the challenger

Making “Polynomially-Bounded/Efficient” Precise
>> “Feasible” /“Efficient” / “Probabilistic Poly time (PPT)” algorithm means:
- running time of the algorithm is polynomial in the input size
>> PPT adversary = PPT algorithm
- Input size: n
- Running time of adversary is polynomial in n.
- A function f(n): Z+ ® R is polynomial in n if there exist c,d in R+ such that f(n) ≤ nc + d for all n ≥ 0.
>> Example: n3
>> Example of what PPT adversary cannot do:
o Assume your key size is n bits
o | K | = 2n
o An efficient/PPT adversary CANNOT brute-force over K for big enough n

Making “Very Small/Negligible” Precise
>> “ Very Small / negligible in n” means those f(n): Z+ ® R that not only tends to 0 as n tends to infinity,
but also does so faster than the inverse of any polynomial
- for every polynomial in n, p(n), there exists some positive integer N, such that f(n) < 1/p(n) , for all
n>N
>> Example: 1/2n , 1/2n/2 , 1/nlogn
>> How about 1/n10 ?

For 1/n20 there is NO N s.t. 1/n10 < 1/n20

>> A function f(n): Z+ ® R is super-polynomial if 1/f is negligible.
>> Example: f(n): Z+ ® R so that f(n) = 1/n for all even n and f(n) = 2-n for all odd n
> f is negligible?

NO- For 1/n2 there is NO N s.t. 1/n < 1/n2

> f is polynomial?

NO- 2-n cannot be written as 2-n <= nc + d for some c and d and n >= 0

Closures properties of poly and negligible functions
Proposition: Let p1 and p2 be polynomials in n. Then,
(i) p1 + p2 is a poly.
(ii) p1 * p2 is a poly.

Proposition: Let negl1 and negl2 be negligible functions in n. Then,
(i) negl1 + negl2 is a negligible function.
(ii) p(n). negl1 is a negligible function for any poly p(n)

Asymptotic Approach: Summary
>> Security parameter n - publicly known (part of the scheme) ; inputs to all algorithms (including
adversary) will be made of size polynomial in n.
Running time of the users

Running time of the attacker

Success probability of the attacker

Functions of a security parameter n

Polynomial in n
Bigger polynomial than the users

>> Typically n is the size of secret-key (ex: n = 128, 256, etc)

Negligible in n

n = Knob

User’s running time is also increasing L
min

Adv’s job becomes harder J
n

max

Choosing n Carefully is Very Essential
A designer claims that an adversary running for n3 minutes can break his scheme with
probability 240 2-n
- 240 2-n is negligible --- hence secure scheme
- But what value of n to select while implementing ?
- If n £ 40 then an adversary working for 403 minutes (6 weeks) can break the scheme with probability 1
- You will claim it’s a useless scheme, but you just made a foolish choice of n
- n = 50 ? : adversary working for 503 minutes (3 months) succeed with probability 1/1000
- may be unacceptable
- n = 500: adversary working for 200 yrs can break the scheme with probability 2-460
- definitely acceptable

Concrete Approach
>> Set the value of n
>> Run users and adversary on specific machines
No adversary running for 5 yrs on 4GHz Machine can break the scheme with
probability better than 2-60

Asymptotic Statement
Asymptotic Approach

þ

Concrete Approach

ý

Concrete Statement 1
Concrete Statement 2
…
…
Concrete Statement n

Syntax of Secret Key Encryption (SKE) Revisited
1. Key-generation Algorithm: Gen(1n)
> Outputs a key k chosen according to some probability distribution.
> MUST be a Randomized algorithm
2. Encryption Algorithm: Enck(m); m in {0,1}l(n)
> c ß Enck(m) when randomized and c:=Enck(m) when deterministic
> Deterministic/Randomized algorithm
3. Decryption Algorithm: Deck(c)
> Outputs m:= Deck(c)
> Deterministic

Computational Indistinguishability Security
ind

P = (Gen, Enc, Dec)- poly(n), M

(n)
Experiment PrivK
A, P
Attacker A

m0, m1Î M (freedom to choose any pair)

Challenger

c ¬ Enck(mb)

Run time: poly(n)

b’ Î {0, 1} Attacker’s guess

PrivK
1 --- attacker won

Gen

ind

(n)
A, P

0 --- attacker lost

P has is ind-secure if for every PPT attacker A,
ind
Pr PrivK (n) = 1
A, P

£ ½ + negl(n)

Probability is taken over the randomness
used by A and the challenger

Final Touch…

ind

P = (Gen, Enc, Dec)- poly(n), M

(n)
Experiment PrivK
Fine to leak the Length!
A, P
Attacker A

Challenger

m0, m1Î M |m0|=|m1|
c ¬ Enck(mb)

Run time: poly(n)

b’ Î {0, 1} Attacker’s guess

PrivK
1 --- attacker won

ind

(n)
A, P

P has is ind-secure if for every PPT attacker A,
ind
Pr PrivK (n) = 1
A, P

Gen

£ ½ + negl(n)

0 --- attacker lost
Liberal definition. SKE that leaks length is
not insecure
RA: A scheme that encrypts arbitrary-length
message and adv has no restriction, the
above definition is not realizable!

Slight (Equivalent) Variation
ind

PrivK

(n, b) : the experiment with mb selected by challenger
A, P
ind
Output(PrivK (n, b)) : output bit of the attacker during
A, P

P = (Gen, Enc, Dec) is ind-secure if for every PPT adversary A:
ind
ind
| Pr[Output(PrivK (n, 0)) = 1] - Pr[Output(PrivK (n, 1)) = 1] |
A, P
A, P

ind
PrivK (n, b))
A, P

£ negl(n)

RA: Show their equivalence
P has is ind-secure if for every PPT attacker A,

ind
Pr PrivK (n) = 1
A, P

S. Goldwasser and S. Micali. Probabilistic Encryption.
Journal of Computer and System Sciences, 28(2): 270299, 1984

£ ½ + negl(n)

Implications: Parity Prediction
pp

P = (Gen, Enc, Dec)- poly(n), M

(n)
Experiment PrivK
A, P
Attacker A

Challenger
c ¬ Enck(m)
b’ Î {0, 1} Attacker’s guess

Run time: poly(n)

PrivK
1 --- attacker won

pp

(n)
A, P

P has is pp-secure if for every PPT attacker A,
pp

Pr PrivK (n) = 1
A, P

£ 1/2 + negl(n)

0 --- attacker lost

Gen

Proof by Reduction

Case3: If A1 holds then A2 holds

Case1: If P is x-secure then P’ is y-secure
Case2: If A holds then P is x-secure

Case4: If P is secure then A holds

Proof by Contradiction/contrapositive

x-security game

Do not know
the internal
details of

y-security game
Simulation of a
challenge of P’

A challenge for P
Solution with
probability 1/P(n)

I can break P’
non-negligible
This is indeed
an
probability
f(n)
instance of P’

“break” with
probability f(n)
PPT attacker
against P

The probability that PPT attacker for P breaks security is at least f(n)/P(n)

PPT attacker
against P’
--- Non-negligible

Ind-security Implies pp-security
Theorem. If P is a ind-secure, then P is a pp-secure scheme.
Proof: For every A, there is a negl(n) s.t

pp

Pr PrivK (n) = 1 £ ½ + negl(n)
A, P

(A1, negl1(n)), (A2, negl2(n))…..
pp
Pr PrivK (n) = 1 £ ½ + negl1(n)
A1, P
< ½ + 1/p(n); n>N
NOT pp-secure
pp
Pr PrivK (n) = 1
Ai, P

⌃

pp
Pr PrivK (n) = 1
A2, P

∋ Ai and pi(n) such that
> ½ + 1/pi(n); for infinitely many n’s

£ ½ + negl2(n)

…..

< ½ + 1/p(n); n>N

Ind-security Implies pp-security
Theorem. If P is a ind-secure, then P is a pp-secure scheme.
Proof: Assume P is NOT pp-secure
A, p(n):

pp
Pr PrivK (n) = 1
A, P

ind
Pr PrivK
(n) = 1
A, P’

> ½ + 1/p(n)

ind
PrivK (n)
A, P
m0, m1ÎR M , |m0| = |m1|

Aind

pp
Let us run PrivK (n)
A, P
c

c

p Î {0, 1}
b’ Î {0, 1}
parity(m0) ≠ parity(m1)
b’ = 0 if parity(m0) = p
= 1 otherwise

App

More Implications: Message Recovery
mr

P = (Gen, Enc, Dec)- poly(n), M

(n)
Experiment PrivK
A, P
Attacker A

Challenger
c ¬ Enck(m)
m’ Î {0, 1} Attacker’s guess

Run time: poly(n)

PrivK
1 --- attacker won

Gen

mr

(n)
A, P

0 --- attacker lost

P has is mr-secure if for every PPT attacker A,
mr

Pr PrivK (n) = 1
A, P

£ 1/|M| + negl(n)

RA: If P is a ind-secure, then P is a
mr-secure scheme.

Necessity of the relaxations
- Assume a SKE that allows many messages to be encrypted using a single short key

mult

(n)
Experiment PrivK
A, P
Attacker A

P = (Gen, Enc, Dec). M

M0, M1 are vectors

Challenger

M0, M1Î M |M0|=|M1|
c ¬ Enck(mb)
b’ Î {0, 1} Attacker’s guess

1 --- attacker won

mult
PrivK
(n)
A, P

P has is mult-secure if for every PPT attacker A,

Gen

0 --- attacker lost
mult
Pr PrivK (n) = 1
A, P

£ ½

Necessity of relaxed Break Model
mult

P = (Gen, Enc, Dec)- poly(n), M

(n)
Experiment PrivK
A, P
M0, M1 are vectors

Attacker A

Challenger

M0, M1Î M |M0|=|M1|
c ¬ Enck(mb)
b’ Î {0, 1} Attacker’s guess

Run time: poly(n)

1 --- attacker won

mult
PrivK
(n)
A, P

P has is mult-secure if for every PPT attacker A,
mult
Pr PrivK (n) = 1
A, P

£ ½

Gen

0 --- attacker lost
- All but last position are same
- A knows (m1, c1), (m2, c2), …,(mt, ct): ci = Enck(mi)
- Guess k and decrypt all ciphertexts to verify
- O(1) time

- Probability : 1 / |K|

Necessity of relaxed Threat Model
mult

P = (Gen, Enc, Dec), M

(n)
Experiment PrivK
A, P
M0, M1 are vectors

Attacker A

Challenger

M0, M1Î M |M0|=|M1|
c ¬ Enck(mb)

Unbounded powerful

b’ Î {0, 1} Attacker’s guess

1 --- attacker won

mult
PrivK
(n)
A, P

P has is ind-secure if for every PPT attacker A,
mult
Pr PrivK (n) = 1
A, P

£ ½ + negl

Gen

0 --- attacker lost
- All but last position are same
- A knows (m1, c1), (m2, c2), …,(mt, ct): ci = Enck(mi)
- Find k that is consistent with all pairs

RA: |K| ≥ (1- negl) |M|

An obsolete definition of Semantic Security in the style of
Shannon’s perfect security..
S. Goldwasser and S. Micali. Probabilistic Encryption. Journal
of Computer and System Sciences, 28(2): 270-299,
1984

-

Randomized
PPT
COA

Given prior information about message, the
ciphertext leaks no additional information
about the message

h(m): external info about
m; history function

f(m): additional information about m that
adv wants to compute

An obsolete definition of Semantic Security..
Two worlds: In one adv gets ciphertext and in another it does not. If the difference
between probabilities of guessing f(x) in the both worlds are negligibly apart, then
semantic security is achieved.
m

Enc

c ¬ Enck(m)

Gen(1n) k

h(m)

|m|

A
Computational Analogue of
Shannon’s
of
guess definition
about
perfect-security
f(m)

h(m)
A’
guess about f(m)

P = (Gen, Enc, Dec) is semantically-secure if for every PPT A there exists a PPT A’ such that for any
Samp and PPT functions f and h:
| Pr [ A(1n,c,h(m)) =f(m)] - Pr [ A’(1n,|m|,h(m)) =f(m)] | £ negl(n)
Probability taken over
>> uniform k,
>> m output by Samp(1n),
>> the randomness of A and
>> the randomness of Enc

Probability taken over
>> m output by Samp(1n) and
>> the randomness of A’

f(m): additional information
about m that adv wants to
compute
h(m): external info about m;
history function

Semantic vs. Indistinguishability Security

-

Randomized
PPT
COA

SEM: Given prior information about message, the
ciphertext leaks no additional information about the
message
Given the knowledge of two messages, it cannot be
distinguished if the ciphertext corresponds to the first or
second message.

IND Security ↔ SEM Security

Scribe?

